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1. Introduction 
There exist the following two kinds of conservation laws of energy-momentum tensor density for a 
gravitational system [1, 2, 3]: 
I, Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws  
 
0
( ) ( )( )g gM GT Tx
µ µ
α αµ
∂ − + − =
∂
                                     (1) 
0
( ) ( )
g g
M GT T
µ µ
α α− + − =                                              (2) 
II, Einstein conservation laws 
~ 0
( ) ( )( )g gM GtTx
µ µ
α αµ
∂ − + − =
∂
                                      (3) 
In Eq.(1),
( )
g
MT
µ
α− is the energy-momentum tensor density for matter field, ( )g GT
µ
α−  is the 
energy-momentum tensor density for gravitational field; and 
( )
g
GT
µ
α− relates to ( )g MT
µ
α−  by Eq.(2). 
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In Eq.(3),
( )
g
MT
µ
α−  is also the energy-momentum tensor density for matter field, which has the same 
definition as in Eq.(1); ~
( )
g
Gt
µ
α−  is the energy-momentum pseudo tensor density for gravitational field, 
which is not tensor density! The relationship between ~
( )
g
Gt
µ
α− of Eq.(3) and ( )g GT
µ
α−  of Eq.(1) can be 
determined by the Lagrangian density of gravitational field )()( xGxg L− . For example, if the Lagrangian 
density of gravitational field is the generalized Einstein’s Lagrangian density 
( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ); ( ); ( ) ]
, ,
g x x g x x x xG G g g gL L µν µν λ µν λσ− = −                    (4) 
(where the metric tensor g µν is used as the dynamical gravitational field ), there exists the relation[2]: 
~
( ) ( ) ( )
g g
G G Gt uT x
µ µ µβ
α α αβ
∂− = − −
∂
,  (
( ) ( )G Gu ux x
µβ βµ
α αβ β
∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂
)       (5) 
Where 
( )
( )
( )
,
g G
G
L gu
gx
λµ
α νασ
νλ µσ
∂ −=
∂
∂
∂ . If the Lagrangian density of gravitational field 
)()( xGxg L−  is different from Eq.(4), the definition of ( )Gu
λµ
α  is different from that in Eq.(5)[1,3].  
Eq.(4) is a simple Lagrangian density of gravitational field which is close to the original formulation of 
general relativity. For the sake of simplicity, we shall use Eq (4) as the Lagrangian density of gravitational field 
in this paper. For more complicated cases, please refer to Ref.[1,3]. 
Many general characters and peculiarities of Eq.(1) and Eq.(3) have been described and discussed in 
Ref.[1,2,3]. In this paper we shall delve into some other characters and peculiarities of Eq.(1) and Eq.(3) 
which was not discussed in Ref.[1,2,3] yet. The main topics to be discussed are: 
(1) It will be shown that the various methods to derive Einstein conservation laws are equivalent, and the 
identical and different characteristics between Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws and Einstein 
conservation laws will be explored thoroughly.  
(2) Whether the gravitational waves carry the energy-momentum is discussed, and some new 
interpretations for the energy exchanges in the gravitational systems are given. The viewpoint that PSR1913 
does not verify the gravitational radiation is confirmed. 
 
2. The equivalence of various methods to derive Einstein conservation laws 
In this section we shall let the Lagrangian density of matter field and gravitational field be 
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( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ); ( ); ( ); ( )]
,,
g x x g x x x x xM M g gL L µν µν λλψ ψ− = −  and 
( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ); ( ); ( ) ]
, ,
g x x g x x x xG G g g gL L µν µν λ µν λσ− = −  respectively, and use Einstein field 
equations 1( ) 8
( )2
g G g
MgR R T
µν µνµν π− − = − − as the gravitational field equations. The 
energy-momentum tensor density of matter field is always defined as[2,4,5]  
( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
( )
,
( )
def g g gM M Mg
M
L L Lg gT
g g gx
µ
α να ναλ
µν µν µν λ
δ
δ
− − −∂− = −
∂
∂ ∂= ∂ ∂
   (6) 
But there are different definitions of energy-momentum tensor density for gravitational field. For 
Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws, the energy-momentum tensor density of gravitational field is 
defined as[1,2,3]  
( )
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
, ,
( )G
g g g gG G G Gg
L L L Lg gT g g g gx x x
δµ
α να ναλ λ σδ µν µν µν λ µν λσ
− ∂ − ∂ − ∂ −− = = − +
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂
                                                                                    (7) 
Owing to 
( )
0
g g GML L
gµν
δ
δ
− + − = ,there must have 0
( ) ( )
g g
M GT T
µ µ
α α− + − = . 
As for Einstein conservation laws, there are various methods to derive it. In Ref.[1,2] we use the 
symmetry of the Lagrangian density to obtain the conservation laws  
~ 0
( ) ( )( )g gM GtTx
µ µ
α αµ
∂ − + − =
∂
; Where ~
( )
g
Gt
µ
α− is defined by  
( ) ( ) ( )~ ( )
, , ,( )
, , ,
def g g gG G Gg g GG
L L Lg g gt L
g g gx
µ µ
ρν α ρν σα ρν αα α σ
ρν µ ρν µσ ρν µσ
δ ∂ − ∂ − ∂ −∂− − − − + ∂∂ ∂ ∂=
                                                                                      (8) 
and there are the relations  
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~
( ) ( ) ( )
g g
G G Gt uT x
µ µ µβ
α α αβ
∂− = − −
∂
 (
( ) ( )G Gu ux x
µβ βµ
α αβ β
∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂
)。In some gravitational theory 
text books [4,5,6], the writers use Einstein field equations and/or Bianchi identities to derive Einstein 
conservation laws. There are three different methods listed below: 
A. The method used in the text book “The theory of relativity” [6]written by Moller 
From Bianchi identities, we have[5,6,7] 
1 0
;( ) ( ) ( )2( ) ( )g g gM M M
g
T T T
xx
µνµ µ µν
µα αµ α
∂∂− = − − − =
∂∂
                   (9) 
Owing to 
( ) 1
( )2
g G g
M
L T
g
µν
µν
δ
δ
− = − − , we obtain  
1
( )2
( ) ( ) ( )2
, ,
( )
( )
g Gg
M
g g gG G G
g g L
T gx x
g L L L
g g gx x x x
δµν µνµν
α α δ µν
µν
α λ λ σµν µν λ µν λσ
∂ ∂ −
− − =
∂ ∂
∂ ∂ − ∂ − ∂ −∂= − +∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂
,                (10) 
here we have adopted ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ); ( ); ( ) ]
, ,
g x x g x x x xG G g g gL L µν µν λ µν λσ− = −  as the 
Lagrangian density of gravitational field. After some calculations and using the definition Eq.(8), Eq.(10) can 
be transformed into  
( ) ( )1 (
, ,( )2
, ,
( )
~( ) ) ( )
, ( )
,
g gG Gg g GM
g G g
G
g L Lg gT L g gx x
L g tgx x
µν µν λ µν α µν σααα λ µν λ µν λσ
λµν α ασ λµν λσ
δ∂ ∂ − ∂ −∂− − = − − −∂ ∂∂ ∂
∂ − ∂+ = −∂∂ ∂
∂
    (11) 
From Eq.(9) and Eq.(11) Einstein conservation laws ~ 0
( ) ( )( )g gM GtTx
µ µ
α αµ
∂ − + − =
∂
 are obtained 
immediately. 
B. The method used in the text book “The classical theory of fields” [4]written by Landau and Lifshitz 
The starting point of this method is Bianchi identities and Einstein field equations i.e. 
1( ) 8
( )2
G
MgG R R T
µν µνµν µν π= − = − .If we choose a geodesic coordinate system[7], then Eq.(9) will 
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reduce to 0
( )( )MTx
µ
αµ
∂ =
∂
, or in contravariant components 0
( )( )MTx
αµ
µ
∂ =
∂
. In the geodesic 
coordinate system one can obtain 
1 1{ [( )( )]}
16 ( )
1 1{ [ ( )]}
16
g g g g gT G gx x
g g g g g
G gx x
αβ γδ αγ βδαβ γ δπ
αβ γδ αγ βδγ δπ
∂ ∂=− − −−∂ ∂
∂ ∂=− − −−∂ ∂
                          (12) 
Introducing the quantities[4] 
1 [( )( )]
16
g g g g g
G xh
αβ γδ αγ βδαβγ δπ
∂=− − −∂                                  (13) 
which are skew-symmetric in their indices βandγ; 
( )MT
αµ satisfying 0
( )( )MTx
αµ
µ
∂ =
∂
 can be written in 
the form[4] ( )
( )
g
M
h T
x
αβγ αβ
γ
∂ = −
∂
. If we choose an arbitrary coordinate system, ( )
( )
g
M
h T
x
αβγ αβ
γ
∂ ≠ −
∂
; the 
difference between the left-hand side and the right-hand side may be denoted by *( )
( )
g
Gt
αβ− : 
*( ) ( )
( ) ( )
g g
G M
ht T
x
αβγαβ αβ
γ
∂− = − −
∂
                                         (14) 
From Eq.(14) we obtain conservation laws  
*[( )( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
                                          (15) 
immediately; *
( )Gt
αβ is interpreted as the energy-momentum pseudo tensor of the gravitational field [4].  
It must be noted that *[( )( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 and ~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 are 
not like in form. But by using the same method B we can obtain other conservation laws. Introducing the 
quantities 
1# [ ( )]
16
g g g g g
G xh
αβ γδ αγ βδαβγ δπ
∂=− − −∂                             (16) 
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which are also skew-symmetric in their indices βandγ. #h αβγ is connected with hαβγ by the relation 
1 #( ) ( )
16
g
g g
G g g g gh hx
αβ γδ αγ βδαβγ αβγ
π δ
∂ −= − − − + −
∂
         (17) 
From Eqs. (12, 16) we note that 
( )MT
αµ satisfying 0
( )( )MTx
αµ
µ
∂ =
∂
 in the geodesic coordinate system 
can be also written in the form
#
( )
g
M
h T
x
αβγ αβ
γ
∂ = −
∂
. If we choose an arbitrary coordinate system, 
#
( )
g
M
h T
x
αβγ αβ
γ
∂ ≠ −
∂
; the difference between the left-hand side and the right-hand side may be denoted by 
#
( )
g
Gt
αβ− : 
#
#
( ) ( )
g g
G M
ht T
x
αβγαβ αβ
γ
∂− = − −
∂
                                      (18) 
From Eq.(18) we immediately obtain conservation laws  
#[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
                                        (19) 
these conservation laws are like in form with ~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
. 
From Eqs. (13, 16) and Eqs. (14,17), after some calculations, it is not difficult to get  
# 1# *( )
( ) ( )
# ( )1 1{ [ ] ( )}
16
1 #( )
( ) ( )1 1 1 #{ [ ] ( )}
16
g
G G g
g
g
Gg
g
g
g g
g
Gg g
h ht t
x x
h g g g g
xx x
h
x
g g g g h
xx x
αβγ αβγαβ αβ
γ γ
αβγ αβ γδ αγ βδ
πγ γ δ
αβγ
γ
αβ γδ αγ βδ αβγ
πγ δ γ
∂ ∂− − = − −∂ ∂
∂ ∂ −∂= + − −− ∂∂ ∂
∂− −− ∂
∂ − ∂ −∂= − − −− −∂∂ ∂
      (20) 
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Eq.(15) and Eq.(19) are Einstein conservation laws derived by the method of Landau and Lifshitz; and 
Eq.(15) is related to Eq.(19) through Eq.(17) and Eq.(20); hence these two conservation laws are equivalent. 
Since *[( )( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 and ~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
are not like in form, but 
#[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 and ~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
are like in form; we shall only 
discuss #[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 in this paper. #
( )
g
Gt
αβ− and ~
( )
g
Gt
αβ− are connected by 
the relation # ~ #
( ) ( ) ( )
g g
G G Gt t wx
αβ αβ αβλ
λ
∂− = − +
∂
,where 
# #
( ) ( )G Gw wx x
αβλ αλβ
λ λ
∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂
; #
( )
g
Gt
αβ− and ~
( )
g
Gt
αβ− have the relation of equivalence 
class[2,8]. 
C. The method of Weinberg 
Weinberg had derived a conservation law in his book “Gravitation and Cosmology” [5], but the 
procession of his derivation is incomplete and not exact because he made the left hand side of the used field 
equations linearization but not made its right hand side linearization. In this paper, we shall make some changes 
in the derivation. As it is basically modeled on the derivation of Weinberg, so we shall still call it the method of 
Weinberg. 
The starting point of this method is also Bianchi identities  
1 0
; 2( ) ( )g g g
g
G G G
xx
µνµ µ µν
µα αµ α
∂∂− = − − − =
∂∂
                    (21) 
and Einstein field equations: 1( ) 8
( )2
G
MgG R R T
µν µνµν µν π= − = − . If we choose a geodesic coordinate 
system, then Eq. (21) will reduce to 0( )G
x
µ
αµ
∂ =
∂
, or in contravariant components 0( )G
x
αµ
µ
∂ =
∂
. 
In the geodesic coordinate system one can obtain 
1 1{ [( )( )]}
2 ( )
1 1{ [ ( )]}
2
g g g g gG gx x
g g g g g
gx x
αβ γδ αγ βδαβ γ δ
αβ γδ αγ βδγ δ
∂ ∂= − −−∂ ∂
∂ ∂= − −−∂ ∂
                              (22) 
Introducing the quantities 
 8
1 [ ( )]
2
g g g g g
xH
αβ γδ αγ βδαβγ δ
∂= − −∂                                      (23) 
which are skew-symmetric in their indices βandγ; Gαµ satisfying 0( )G
x
αµ
µ
∂ =
∂
 can be written in 
the form gH G
x
αβγ αβ
γ
∂ = −
∂
.Let (1)g HG
x
αβγαβ
γ
∂− =
∂
. If we choose an arbitrary coordinate system, 
gh G
x
αβγ αβ
γ
∂ ≠ −
∂
. Define  
(1)^ ( )
( ) 8
g
g
G Gt G G
αβαβ αβ
π
−− = −                                        (24) 
Then the Einstein field equations 8
( )
G
MG T
αβαβ π= − can be rewritten as 
^ ^( 8 ) 8 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
g G G g
G M GG t tT
αβ αβ αβαβ π π− − = − − +                              (25) 
Owing to (1)^( 8 )
( )
g G g
G
HG t G
x
αβγαβαβαβ π γ
∂− − = − =
∂
, from Eq. (25) we obtain conservation laws  
^[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
                                         (26) 
immediately; ^
( )Gt
αβ is interpreted as the energy-momentum pseudo tensor of the gravitational field[5]. We see 
that ^[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 and ~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
are like in form; 
^
( )
g
Gt
αβ− and ~
( )
g
Gt
αβ− are connected by the relation  
^ ~ ^
( ) ( ) ( )
g g
G G Gt t wx
αβ αβ αβλ
λ
∂− = − +
∂
, where 
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^ ^
( ) ( )G Gw wx x
αβλ αλβ
λ λ
∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂
; ^
( )
g
Gt
αβ− and ~
( )
g
Gt
αβ− have the relation of equivalence class 
[2,8]. 
On the surface, the above methods for the derivation of Einstein conservation laws and the relevant 
definitions of energy-momentum tensor density for gravitational field are dissimilar from each other, but in 
essence they are all equivalent. 
 
3. The influences of conservation laws upon the characteristics of the gravitational waves 
In this section we shall study the influences both of Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws and 
Einstein conservation laws upon the characteristics of the gravitational waves. 
3.1 If Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws are correct 
The relation ( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( )
g x g x
M GT T
µ µ
α α− + − =  must exist；hence  
0 0( ) ( ) 0
( )0 ( )0
g x g x
M GT T− + − = ， ( ) ( ) 0( )0 ( )0
i ig x g x
M GT T− + − =  . From Eq.(1)we get: 
          
0 0( ( ) ( ))
( )0 ( )0
( ( ) ( ))
( )0 ( )0
V
g x g x dV
M Gt
i iC g x g x d iM GS
T T
ST T
∂− − + −∂
= − + −
∫
∫ 
                           （27） 
The left hand side of Eq. (27) represents the variation rate of the total energy in the volume V; the right hand 
side of Eq. (27) represents the total momentum current across the closed surface S which surrounds the volume 
V. Evidently 
0 0( ( ) ( )) 0
( )0 ( )0V
g x g x dV
M Gt T T
∂− − + − =∂ ∫ ，                          (28) 
and           ( ( ) ( )) 0
( )0 ( )0
i iC g x g x d iM GS ST T− + − =∫                             (29) 
These two relations indicate that the total energy in the volume V does not change and the total momentum 
current across the closed surface S is always zero. 
3.2 If Einstein conservation laws are correct 
As we have shown above, there are three different forms for Einstein conservation laws: 
~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
,   #[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
  and 
^[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
. Since they are all equivalent in essence, we will treat only 
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~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 in the following. 
Since there are the relations  
~
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
g g g g
M G M G G
G G
t uT T T
x
u u
x x
µ µ µ µ µβ
α α α α αβ
µβ βµ
α αβ β
∂− + − = − + − −
∂
∂ ∂= − =
∂ ∂
 
we have 
0~00
( )0 ( )0 ( )0
g g
M G Gt uT x
β
β
∂− + − = −
∂
,   ~
( )0 ( )0 ( )0
iiig g
M G Gt uT x
β
β
∂− + − = −
∂
. 
From Eq.(3)we get:  
  
00( ( ) ( ))
( )0 ( )0
( ( ) ( ))
( )0 ( )0
V
g x g x dV
M Gt
iiC g x g x d iM GS
tT
t ST
∂− − + −∂
= − + −
∫
∫
 
  
                            （30） 
Owing to
( ) ( )G Gu ux x
µβ βµ
α αβ β
∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂
, the following relations can be derived: 
00( ( ) ( )) 0
( )0 ( )0V
g x g x dV
M Gt tT
∂− − + − =∂ ∫                               (31) 
( ( ) ( )) 0
( )0 ( )0
iiC g x g x d iM GS t ST− + − =∫                               (32) 
These two relations also indicate that, for Einstein conservation laws, the total energy in the volume V does not 
change and the total momentum current across the closed surface S is still always zero. 
3.3 The changes and the transformations of energy in a gravitational system when gravitational waves 
exist 
From the above analysis for Lorentz conservation laws and Einstein conservation laws, we see that no 
matter which conservation laws are correct, the gravitational energy and momentum do not spread in a 
gravitational system. But gravitational waves should exist, this is because: according to Einstein field equations 
1( ) 8
( )2
g G g
MgR R T
µν µνµν π− − = − − , when the energy-momentum tensor density 
( )
g
MT
µν− of 
the wave source is changed for some causes (such as supernova explosions, orbital change of binary pulsar, 
etc.), the curvature of space-time in the neighboring regions of the source would change subsequently, the 
essential cause is the change of metric tensor field ( )xg µν .Since the characteristic equation of Einstein field 
equations is the same equation as the characteristic equation of D’Alembert equation [9], and the characteristic 
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equation of D’Alembert equation indicate the law of propagation for wave front; therefore the changes of the 
metric tensor field ( )xg µν and the curvature of space-time must also propagate with the speed of light from 
the wave source to far distance. Then the gravitational waves are created. 
We must point out that although the gravitational waves do not bring energy and momentum spread, 
however within the gravitational system there are still energy changes and energy transformations. As an 
example to interpret this problem, below we shall discuss the energy changes and energy transformations of a 
Weber cylinder when it receives gravitational waves. 
There are different kinds of matter field energy for the Weber cylinder, they include the gravitational 
potential energy of this cylinder 
1
0
( )0MT
 (
1
0
( )0MT
should be one kind of matter field energy [10]), the 
vibration energy of this cylinder
2
0
( )0MT
, and the thermal energy of this cylinder 30
( )0MT
,etc. Then we 
have 1 2 30 0 0 0( )0 ( )0 ( )0 ( )0M M M MT T T T
= + + +L . When gravitational waves come, metric tensor field 
and the curvature of space-time in the neighboring regions of the Weber cylinder will change; therefore the 
energy of free gravitational field 0
( )0GT or 
~0
( )0Gt  in the neighboring regions of this cylinder will change 
subsequently. From Eq. (28) or Eq. (31), we obtain: 
1 2 3 0( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) 00 0 0 ( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0V
g x g x g x g x dV
Gt M M M
TT T T
∂− − + − + − + + − =∂ ∫ L    （33） 
or  1 2 3 ~0( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) 00 0 0 ( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0V
g x g x g x g x dV
Gt M M M
tT T T
∂− − + − + − + + − =∂ ∫ L    (34) 
where V is the volume of the Weber cylinder. Eq. (33) and Eq. (34) tell us that when gravitational waves 
come, the matter field energy of the Weber cylinder 0
( )0MT will also change. Eq. (33) can be transformed 
into 
2 1 3 0( ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))0 0 0 ( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0V V
g x dV g x g x g x dV
Gt tM M M
TT T T
∂ ∂− = − − + − + + −∂ ∂∫ ∫ L (35) 
and Eq. (34) can be transformed into 
2 1 3 ~0( ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))0 0 0 ( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0V V
g x dV g x g x g x dV
Gt tM M M
tT T T
∂ ∂− = − − + − + + −∂ ∂∫ ∫ L   (36) 
Eq.(35) (or Eq.(36)) shows that the increase of the vibration energy of Weber cylinder accounts for the 
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decreases of the gravitational potential energy of Weber cylinder and the thermal energy of Weber cylinder and 
the energy of free gravitational field 0
( )0GT (or 
~0
( )0Gt ). 
 
4. A new explanation about the orbital decay of PSR1913+16 
Many people think that the observation for the orbital period decay rate of PSR1913+16 verifies that the 
gravitational waves might carrying energy and momentum in their propagation; the author had shown that these 
views are not accurate in Ref.[11,12,13]. We have explained in the above section that gravitational waves do not 
bring energy and momentum spread. Then how can we give an explanation about the orbital period decay of 
PSR1913+16? We shall give a new explanation in this section. 
PSR1913+16 is a binary pulsar. The matter field energy of PSR1913+16 0
( )0MT  includes the 
gravitational potential energy of this binary pulsar 0
( )0
A
MT
 ( 0
( )0
A
MT
should be one kind of matter field 
energy), the orbital kinetic energy of this binary pulsar 0
( )0
B
MT
, the thermal energy of this binary pulsar 
0
( )0
C
MT
,etc. then we have 0 0 0 0( )0 ( )0 ( )0 ( )0
A B C
M M M M
T T T T
= + + +L .From classical mechanics 
we can obtain 
1 2 1 2
1 2
1 2 2( ( ) ( )) ( )0 0 2( )0 ( )0V
GA B dg x g x dV
t dt RM M
m m m m RT T m m ω
∂ − + − = − +∂ +∫          (37) 
Where 
1 2
,m m are the masses for the two stars of PSR1913+16, R is their distance, 2 /P π ω= is the 
orbital period. Observation results show that 1 2 1 2
1 2
1 2 2( ) 0
2
Gd
dt R
m m m m Rm m ω− + <+ , therefore the gravitational 
potential energy and the orbital kinetic energy of PSR1913+16 will decrease. What is the cause of these energy 
decreases? In the following we shall use Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws and Einstein conservation 
laws to explain this problem.  
If we use Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws from Eq. (28) there must have 
0( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) 00 0 0 ( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0V
A B C
g x g x g x g x dV
Gt M M M
TT T T
∂ − + − + − + + − =∂ ∫ L           (38) 
Putting Eq. (37) into Eq. (38), we immediately get 
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1 2 1 2
1 2
0( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))0 0 0( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0
1 2 2( )
2
V V
C A B
g x g x dV g x g x dV
Gt tM M M
Gd
dt R
TT T T
m m m m Rm m ω
∂ ∂− + + − = − − + −∂ ∂
= − − + +
∫ ∫L          (39) 
If we use Einstein conservation laws there must have similarly 
~0( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) 00 0 0 ( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0V
A B C
g x g x g x g x dV
Gt M M M
tT T T
∂ − + − + − + + − =∂ ∫ L       (40) 
Putting Eq. (37) into Eq. (40), we immediately get 
   
1 2 1 2
1 2
~0( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))0 0 0( )0( )0 ( )0 ( )0
1 2 2( )
2
V V
C A B
g x g x dV g x g x dV
Gt tM M M
Gd
dt R
tT T T
m m m m Rm m ω
∂ ∂− + + − = − − + −∂ ∂
= − − + +
∫ ∫L
 (41) 
Eq.(39) or Eq.(41) tell us some gravitational potential energy and orbital kinetic energy of PSR1913+16 are 
transformed into the thermal energy of this binary pulsar and the energy of free gravitational field ( 0
( )0GT or 
~0
( )0Gt ), so the gravitational potential energy and the orbital kinetic energy of PSR1913+16 will decrease. 
 
5. The characteristics of Lorentz and Levi-Civita conservation laws differ from that of Einstein 
conservation laws 
In sections 3 and 4 we talked about the identical characteristics of the Lorenz and Levi-Civita 
conservation laws and the Einstein conservation laws. But there are different characteristics in these two 
conservation laws: Lorenz and Levi-Civita conservation laws affirm that the sum of the energy-momentum 
tensor density for the matter field and the energy-momentum tensor density for the gravitational field are 
equal to zero, i.e. 0
( ) ( )
g g
M GT T
µ µ
α α− + − = ; Einstein conservation laws affirm that the sum of the 
energy-momentum tensor density for the matter field and the energy-momentum tensor density for the 
gravitational field are not equal to zero, and are  
~ ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
g g
M G G Gt u uT x x
µ µ µβ βµ
α α α αβ β
∂ ∂− + − = − =
∂ ∂
 constantly. 
When Lorenz and Levi-Civita conservation laws are correct, under certain conditions, some positive 
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energy of matter field and some negative energy of gravitational field might annihilate mutually to zero 
energy. This possibility could be used to establish the speculation that the event horizon might not appear 
hence the black hole could not form [14]. Under other conditions, some positive energy of matter field and 
some negative energy of gravitational field might be produced from zero energy. This possibility could be 
used to explain the hypotheses that consider that the ‘big bang’ might not exist and consider that the positive 
energy of matter field might be created with the negative energy of gravitational field from zero energy [1, 
15]. These speculation and hypotheses will lead to some observable phenomena.  
When Einstein conservation laws are correct, the above speculation and hypotheses and the 
observable phenomena led by them do not exist. So from whether or not these observable phenomena exist, 
we can judge which conservation laws are correct. 
As to which conservation laws are correct must be ultimately determined by observable and 
experimental results; but based on theoretical analysis, we can also make some deductions. 
~
( )
g
Gt
µ
α−  is a pseudo tensor density, it and the Einstein conservation laws 
~[ ( )] 0
( ) ( )
g
M GtTx
αβ αβ
β
∂ − + =
∂
 all lack the invariant character which should have in the spirit of 
general relativity. In addition, ~
( )
g
Gt
µ
α− is a multivalued quantity; 
~
( )
g
Gt
µ
α−  or 
~
( )
g
Gt Vx
λµλ
α αµ
∂− −
∂
（V λµα are any function which satisfy V Vx x
λµ µλ
α αµ µ
∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂
）all can be 
regarded as energy-momentum pseudo tensor density for the gravitational field. But 
( )
g
MT
µ
α−  is a 
tensor density and is a single valued quantity, it and the Lorenz and Levi-Civita conservation laws i.e. 
0
( ) ( )( )g gM GT Tx
µ µ
α αµ
∂ − + − =
∂
 and 0
( ) ( )
g g
M GT T
µ µ
α α− + − =  all have the invariant 
character. Obviously the Lorenz and Levi-Civita conservation laws are better than the Einstein conservation 
laws on scientific logic. 
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